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Abstract: The stability of geotechnical structures is usually driven by the superficial layer of soils subject to cycles of
drying and wetting and temperature variation. This shallow layer, interacting with atmosphere, is in unsaturated conditions
due to the depth of water table and the change of water content with seasons. At least, the unsaturated soils are composed
by three phases: the soil particles, the wetting phase and the non-wetting phase. To deal with this multiphase system the
classical soil mechanics must be generalized accounting for the different phases and the interfaces between them.
The relevance of unsaturated soils mechanics was early recognized by the pioneering works of Croney (1952), Bishop
et al (1960), Bishop and Blight (1963). The experimental data gathered during the late 1950s and 1960s had been used to
define new effective stresses to describe the behaviour observed. After that period, the unsaturated soils has been
categorized as “difficult soils” or “special soils” due also to the unsuccessful application of the proposed effective stresses
(e.g. Jennings and Burland 1963).
To proper describe, the behaviour of unsaturated soils a fundamental step were given by the definition of two stress
variables in the framework of state surfaces (Matyas and Radhakrishna 1968, Bishop and Blight 1963, Coleman 1962,
Fredlund and Morgenstern 1977, Fredlund and Rajardho 1993). Based on those developments using the elasto-plasticity
to overcome the limitation of the state surfaces, the first constitutive model (Barcelona Basic Model, BBM) has been
formulated in 1990s. BBM is able to describe the main features of unsaturated soils, such as the collapse for saturation
and the variation of strength with suction (Alonso et al. 1990). The model adopts the net stress and suction as independent
variables to predict the behaviour of soils during drying and wetting cycles and mechanical loading. BBM defines a
yielding locus in the plane mean net stress and suction, the Loading Collapse curve (LC), describing the evolution of
preconsolidation stress with suction. The introduction of LC allows the model to predict the shrinkage deformation during
wetting, known as “collapse for saturation”. Further, BBM accounting for the increases in strength with suction, through
the introduction of an apparent cohesion ruled by the parameter k.
The BBM placed the unsaturated soil mechanics closer to the mainstream of saturated soil mecheanics. The main
shortcomings of the BBM were the following:



The degree of saturation is not explicitly taken into account in the definition of the hardening law, only indirectly
through the suction. It is missing the link between the Water Retention Curve (WRC) and the hardening variable;
The parameter k predicting the increases in strength with suction is constant, while the experimental evidences
exhibits a non linear increases of strength with suction.

From 1990s, a variety of hydro-mechanical constitutive models has been developed using the pairs net stress and suction
or Bishop effective stress and suction as constitutive variables (e.g. Jommi and Di Prisco 1994; Wheeler 1996; Jommi
2000; Vaunat et al 2000; Wheeler et al 2003) and the elasto-plasticity framework. The adoption of Bishop effective stress
and suction as constitutive variables overcome the mail limitations of BBM reported above, nevertheless the
representation of stress path is not straightforward.
In the last two decades, different attempts have been made to explicitly include the microstructure and its evolution in the
definition of constitutive models for unsaturated soils (e.g. Monroy et al 2012; Romero et al 2011; Casini et al 2012; Della
Vecchia et al 2013; Vaunat and Casini 2017). This introduction allow the possibility to predict the behaviour of
unsaturated soils depending on its initial pore size distribution and the prediction of the maximum of collapse for
saturation depending on the magnitude of the stress applied. Based on those developments, different constitutive models
have been implemented in Finite Element Code to simulate engineering application taking into account the multiphase
composition of soils.
In this keynote, a brief review of the principal experimental evidences is first presented, followed by the definition of the
stresses used to describe the behaviour observed. Later, a summary of the different classes of constitutive model is
depicted. The role of the Water Retention Curve (WRC), linking the amount of water to the suction, is discussed with
emphasis on its dependence on void ratio and microstructure. Further, an extension of the unsaturated soils mechanics to

describe the behaviour of frozen soils is treated. Finally, different engineering application spanning from shallow
landslides induced by rainfall to frost-heave soils are back-analysed using the framework of unsaturated soil mechanics.

Experimental evidences
Typical results under oedometric compression loading are reported in Figure 1a (after Casini 2008). The tests
were performed on Jossigny silt under suction controlled conditions, the preconsolidation stress increases with
suction while the compressibility coefficient decreases. When an unsaturated samples follow a wetting path
can either swell or shrink, it depends on the initial conditions in terms of void ratio and degree of saturation,
on the microstructure and on the vertical stress applied. Figure 2 summarizes a series of wetting tests performed
on colluvium Brasilian soil (after Vilar et al 2006). The inundation of the samples have been performed under
vertical stresses spanning from 50 to 400 kPa. It is interesting to note that the collapse for saturation (CP)
exhibits a maximum and than decreases. CP evolution with vertical stress is reported in Figure 2b for two level
of suction (60 and 200 kPa respectively).

Figure 1 Oedometric tests at different suction level (after Casini 2008)

Figure 2 Axial deformation versus vertical net stress: a) inundation performed at different vertical stress; b) axial deformation during
collapse (CP) versus net stress starting from two level of suction (after Vilar et al 2006).

The strength of unsaturated soils increases with suction, the tests reported in Figure 3a were performed under
suction controlled condition with a confining net stress p-ua=400 kPa on Metramo silt (after Rampino et al
2000). Also the dilatancy increases with suction (Figure 3b) while the degree of saturation follow the
volumetric behaviour, when the sample dilates the degree of saturation decreases (Figure 3c).

Figure 3- Axial compression loading phase of Metramo silt at different suction (after Rampino et al 2000)

Figure 4- Small strain stiffness G0 versus mean effective stress p’: a) saturated – unsaturated samples of Po silt (after Vassallo et al 2006;
Casini et al 2007); b) natural –reconstituted Vallericca clay (after Rampello et al 1995)

The small strain stiffness G0 increases with suction as shown in Figure 4a, indeed the values of G0 versus p'
measured under controlled suction conditions by resonant column tests (Vassallo et al 2006) shown a

translation upwards. This behaviour is similar to those highlighted for saturated samples comparing natural
and reconstituted of Vallericca clay samples in Rampello et al (1994).

Water Retention Curve
The Water Retention Curve (WRC) represents the volume of water retained in the soil as function of the suction
s=unw-uw where unw is the pressure of the non-wetting phase (air above the water table) and uw is the wetting
phase (water). WRC is function of the void ratio (or porosity) of soil and exhibits hysteresis, as shown in Figure
5, whatever is the variable chosen to represents the amount of water in the soil (ew=Vw/Vs; Sr=ew/e; w=ew/Gs;
w=nSr=ew/1+e).

Figure 5 Water retention Curve of Jossigny silt under suction controlled conditions during wetting (blu curve) and drying (red curve) at two
different values of void ratio e.

The microstructure of the soil strongly affects the shape of water retention curve and the hydraulic properties
as highlighted by different authors (e.g. Romero & Vaunat 2000; Romero et al 2011; Casini et al 2012; Della
Vecchia et al 2015; Azizi et al 2019). Figure 6 shown the experimental results on Viadana silts aims at studying
the effects of wetting and drying cycles on the WRC (Azizi et al 2019). The authors remark that fabric change
take place even without significant volumetric strains, promoting an irreversible increase in the hydraulic
conductivity and a reduction in the capacity to retain water compared to the as-compacted soil.

Figure 6. Effect of repeated hydraulic loads on the water retention behaviour: (a) 𝑆𝑟-log(𝑠) (b) 𝑒-log(𝑠) (c) 𝑒𝑤-log(𝑠) (after Azizi et al 2019)

Stress variables and constitutive modelling in unsaturated soils
In saturated conditions, where two phase are considered solid particle and fluid, the Terzaghi effective stress
represents the only stress governing the mechanical behavior of soils. In unsaturated conditions the choice of
appropriate stress variable is still an intensive debated issue. With n-phase, we need “n-1” effective stresses to
properly describe the behavior of a multiphase soil.
As pointed out in Jommi (2000): ‘‘in fact, no single stress variable has ever been found which, substituted for
effective stress, allows for a description of all the aspects of the mechanical behavior of a given soil in the
unsaturated range’’. A second variable is generally required to represent the stabilizing influence of suction on
intergranular forces and the volumetric effects of its removal or weakening, by wetting (Gens et al 2006).
The most common choice of two variables to describe the behavior of unsaturated soils are:



net stress ijnet=ij-unwij and suction s=unw-uw (e.g. Fredlund & Morgenstern 1977; Alonso et al 1990);
generalised stress approach 'ij=ij-unwij+(unw-uw)ij (Bishop 1959) and suction s=unw-uw; (e.g.
Jommi 2000, Tamagnini 2004; Casini 2012; Della Vecchia et al 2015; Rotisciani et al 2015, 2016).

A summary of the possible choice in unsaturated conditions is reported in Tarantino et al (2000), Gens et al
(2006); Nuth and Laloui (2008) and Sheng (2011).
The definition of two stress variables, net or generalized, are not able alone to explain the collapse for saturation
during wetting. In addition, we must define a yielding curve (Loading-Collapse) which increases with suction
(e.g. Alonso et al 1990) or with degree of saturation (e.g. Jommi 2000) as function of the net or generalized
mean stress. In Figure 7 is an idealized scheme of the path followed by a sample during wetting in the e-'v
plane and (1-)-'v planes (after Casini 2012).

Figure 7 Stress path followed by a point p to saturation s. Point I represents the saturated preconsolidation vertical stress of point p (after
Casini 2012).

Figure 8 Collapse strain dependence on initial density and applied stress for compacted Pearl clay (after Della Vecchia et al 2015)

Further the introduction of microstructure evolution in the WRC and the anisotropy (after Romero & Jommi
2008) in the mechanical model led the possibility to predict also the maximum of the collapse for saturation
as shown in Della Vecchia et al (2013) and reported in Figure 8.
The final part of the keynote is devoted to an extension of the BBM framework (Nishimura et al 2009) able to
describe the behavior of artificially frozen soils (Casini et al 2016; Mole et al 2017) and to the use of the

unsaturated framework to predicts the triggering mechanisms of shallow landslides (Sitarenios et al under
review).
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